A B-17 occupies a place of honor in the combat gallery of the National
Museum of the Mighty Eighth Air Force in Savannah, GA. Its nose bears
the nickname ‘City of Savannah’. Beneath it is the text ‘5000th plane
processed thru Hunter Field, GA, in 1944’. Its tail bears the serial number
43-39049 (correctly represented as 339049) and a ‘Square H’, the unit
marking of the 388th Bomb Group. Unfortunately, this combination is
historically incorrect, as the aircraft never flew with this Group. The aircraft
flew four combat missions with the 487th Bomb Group and the unit marking
thus should have been the ‘Square P’.
The original ‘City of Savannah’
Through the purchase of ‘war bonds’ the residents of Chatham County,
Georgia, raised $500,000 to pay for the production of a B-17 bomber and the
training of a crew. Standard procedure at that time was that newly trained
crews were used to ferry factory-fresh aircraft to the European Theatre.
And so, in late November 1944, new B-17s and crews were brought
together at Hunter Field (officially Savannah Army Air Base) in Savannah,
Ga., and then sent overseas. The crew of Lt Ralph Kittle was assigned to a
B-17 with serial number 43-39049, which happened to be the 5,000th
airplane to be processed through Hunter Field. It was then painted with the
name ‘City of Savannah’ in honor of the Chatham County fundraisers.
Name and text appeared on the right hand nose and the left side of the
fuselage. Lt. Kittle and his crew were photographed with the airplane. The
citizens of Chatham County were honored for their generosity and support
at a ceremony, and a special blessing was bestowed on the crew for its
safety. In early December they departed for the European Theatre.

Lt Robert Kittle and crew posing with B-17G 43-39049 at Hunter Field, GA

B-17G 43-39049 in flight before it was assigned to the 487th Bomb Group
As soon as they arrived in England, Lt. Kittle and his crew were separated
from ‘City of Savannah’. The crew was assigned to the 388th Bomb Group,
and was shot down by German anti-aircraft fire on its 13th mission on
March 5, 1945. Tail gunner Robert H. Warren was killed in action, all other
crewmembers that day survived.
Like all new aircraft arriving in England, ‘City of Savannah’ went to a
Strategic Air Depot, waiting there - with many other new B-17s - to be
assigned to an operational unit to replace a B-17 lost in combat. Its time
came only in April 1945, when the 487th Bomb Group lost four B-17s on
April 10. One of these was B-17G 43-37987 ‘Mean Widdle Kid’. Its fuselage
carried the marking R5 – J. R5 was the squadron code of the 839th Bomb
Squadron of the Group; and J was the individual aircraft radio call letter
within the 839th Bomb Squadron. Its tail carried a ‘Square P’ and the
aircraft serial number. (see
http://www.487thbg.org/Stories/aircraft%20markings%20487th%20Bomb%
20Group.pdf for more information on aircraft markings in the 487th Bomb
Group).

‘City of Savannah’ was flown to station 137 at Lavenham, home of the 487th
Bomb Group, and was assigned to replace ‘Mean Widdle Kid’. It was
parked at the same hardstand (number 41) and soon also received its
markings as ‘J’ within the 839th Bomb Squadron: R5 – J on the fuselage and
a ‘square P’ on both sides of the vertical stabilizer above the serial number,
still represented as 339049. The other distinguishing markings of the 487th
Bomb Group were probably also applied.
Its first combat mission came on April 16. ‘City of Savannah’ was scheduled
to be a so-called ground spare, fully loaded with bombs, fuel and
ammunition, but only to be used when an assigned B-17 developed
problems shortly before take-off. And just that happened: Lt Craig B. Ellis
found ‘Bonnie Lassie’ unserviceable and switched to the ‘City of Savannah’
and took her to Royan in France. They flew in the number 9 position of the
Low Squadron and carried 6 1,000-pound General Purpose bombs.

The 487th Bomb Group formation plan for the mission of April 16. On the lower
right 049 is crossed out as a ground spare and replaces Lt Ellis’ 598 in the Low
Squadron. The B stands for Bluntish, the radio call sign for the 839th Bomb
Squadron, J is the individual aircraft letter. 41 is the hardstand where the B-17 was
parked.

On April 17 the crew of Lt John A. McDonagh flew ‘City of Savannah’ to
Dresden. This time its load was ten containers of paper leaflets. Since July
1944 the 487th Bomb Group was one of six Groups tasked to provide one or
two bombers per mission to drop leaflets in the target area, as a form of
‘psychological warfare’. It was not a popular task with the crews, who
considered that it was not worth running the risk of being shot down while
delivering ‘toilet paper’.

List of aircraft in the Low Squadron of the 487th Bomb Group on the mission of
April 17. Note that 049 carried leaflets; the content of its load (ten containers) is
detailed at lower right.
On April 20 ‘City of Savannah’ was again listed to be a ground spare, and
again it was needed. This time it was the crew of Lt Roy V. Deselms who
took her to Neuruppin in Germany instead of ‘Dinah Mite’. They flew as
the deputy lead aircraft of the Low Squadron and carried 10 500-pound
General Purpose bombs.

The formation plan for the mission of April 20, 1945. Again, a pencil mark on
denotes that ‘ground spare’ 049 replaced an aircraft (this time B-17G 44-8694) that
encountered mechanical troubles shortly before take off.

Anthony B. Calega was the ball turret gunner on the crew of Lt. Roy V. Deselms.
He kept a diary of his missions and it substantiates that he flew his 32nd mission on
April 20 in ‘049’ with his crew. On the right hand page he listed all stations that he
passed through during his training and operational phases. Note that he and his
crew passed Hunter Field in Savannah, Georgia (7) on their way to England, just
like Kittle’s crew.
Finally, on April 21, the final combat mission of the 487th Bomb Group, ‘City
of Savannah’ was flown by the crew of Lt William B. Allensworth in the
number nine position of the Diamond Squadron. Again, it carried leaflets,
this time to Ingolstadt, the third priority target, since the others were
covered by inclement weather.

Leaflets again; this time ‘City of Savannah’ was flown by the crew of Lt William B.
Allensworth for their first (and last) combat mission.
After hostilities ceased, the Eighth Air Force returned to the United States.
‘City of Savannah’ also returned, with a flight crew and passengers on
board. And like almost all other B-17s, it ended up in the desert at Kingman
Army Air Field to be scrapped.

The new ‘City of Savannah’
Production of B-17s continued well into 1945. In May a B-17 produced in
the Douglas factory in Long Beach, CA received serial number 44-83814.
However, it was built too late to take part in the war, so the Army Air Force
simply removed the airplane from its rolls and sold it. So it escaped the
scrappers at Kingman and passed through a series of civilian owners who
used it for a variety of tasks. In 1984 the plane was acquired by the
Smithsonian Institution and was placed in long-term storage. In 2009 it was
presented to the National Museum of the Eighth Air Force, and was
diligently restored to become the focal point of its collection. To underline
the link of the location of the museum to Hunter Field and Savannah (‘the
birthplace of the Eighth Air Force’ in 1942), it was decided that the restored
aircraft should carry the appropriate nickname ‘City of Savannah’ that was
once bestowed on B-17G 43-39049. And perhaps to honor the crew of Lt
Kittle, it also received the ‘Square H’ markings of the 388th Bomb Group.
Unfortunately this is historically incorrect, as B-17G 43-39049 ‘City of
Savannah’ was never assigned to the 388th Bomb Group, nor did the Kittle
crew fly this ship again after leaving her at the reception depot after arrival
in the United Kingdom. Sadly ,its brief service and combat history of the
original ‘City of Savannah’ with the 487th Bomb Group goes unnoticed to
the visitors of this fine museum.

The new ‘City of Savannah’ on display at the National Museum of the Eighth Air
Force, displaying the ‘Square H’ of the 388th Bomb Group.
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